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A very nice spring day dawned on Saturday, May 18.  Today was not the first match of the 2013 season, but it is the day 
of the first official Griff Golf newsletter of the year.  The website is finally ready for use, old statistics archived and new 
information can be uploaded.  The match would have Ray and Pete against Phil and Matt, ready at 6:22 thanks to Phil’s early 
arrival.  Matt’s tee shot was long, with Pete and Ray in the fairway and Phil to the right.  Ray hit a perfect approach to set up a 
birdie putt, and even though he missed that by inches, his par was enough to win the hole and take the early lead.  Ray followed 
with a drawing tee shot on eleven to twelve feet, with Matt long and past the cup and a downhill curling putt.  Both players two-
putted for par, the hole was halved.  Pete was short and left off the twelfth tee but followed with a gorgeous approach that 
bounced short of the green and ran to three feet, while Ray was left with more than ten feet from the left side of the green and 
Matt even longer from the top fringe.  Matt putted to within a foot for par, and the team was lucky when Ray went past the cup 
and pushed his par putt, and Pete also missed to halve the hole and keep the advantage at one.  Matt played the thirteenth very 
well after landing his tee shot in the first trap, following with a hybrid onto the green and an uphill sideways birdie putt that he 
sank from twenty feet to win the hole and square the match.  Ray hit the best tee shot on fourteen, down the middle and followed 
by two more good shots that left him with a downhill ten footer for birdie.  After Matt left his par putt one roll short, and Pete 
perhaps two rolls short with his, Ray calmly two putted for his par to win the hole and regain the lead.  Pete hit the best tee shot 
on fifteen, left of the pin, but Phil saved the day with a good chip from off the green and a par-saving putt to tie after Pete could 
not convert his birdie and settled for par.  No great tee shots on sixteen but Ray recovered with a nice shot to the green, above 
the hole with a chance for birdie.  He converted with a confident putt for three, winning the hole and giving his team a two hole 
lead with two to play.  Phil and Matt came back, though, with good play on seventeen and a par after Matt made a good recovery 
from across the road to save par.  The match came down to eighteen, and Pete put the pressure on with a lovely approach from 
the right side of the fairway, stopping his ball ten feet from the cup.  Matt followed with a good shot of his own, twelve feet left of 
the cup, but he left his birdie putt inches short and to the side.  Ray clinched the victory with a four foot par putt of his own, but 
Pete put the emphasis on the win by making his birdie to win the hole and close out the match…two up. 
 

 



 
 



 


